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From burnout to business owner

❖ Champion of mental wellness for all

❖ Background in nutrition, health coaching, resilience 

& neuroscience-based mindfulness

❖ Navigated my own personal journey with stress & 

burnout

❖ Here to serve YOU



➢ Name

➢ Rate your current stress level 1-10 (the last 30 days)

➢ Top causes of stress in your life right now

Tell me...



❖ The science behind stress

Today’s agenda

❖ What is resilience & why we need it

❖ Tools to rewire your mindset & habits to cultivate
a healthier relationship with stress





Do you believe stress is harmful 
to your well-being?



STRESS… 

What is it really?



➢ Pressure or tension

➢ A state of strain or tension resulting from adverse or very demanding 
circumstances

➢ A physical, chemical, or emotional factor that causes bodily or mental 
tension and may be a factor in disease causation

➢ A force that tends to compress

Stress defined



A physical, mental, emotional response 
that occurs when something you care 

about is at stake.

Stress REdefined

Divine intervention that allows you to create 
something great or impactful.

A challenging opportunity that allows you to 
learn, grow & evolve.





Myth #1:   All stress is bad for me.

Common Myths about Stress

Reality:

Stress can be a source of growth and can help increase 
overall health & well-being.



Myth #2:   If I don’t think I’m stressed, my body isn’t stressed.

Common Myths about Stress

Reality:

Our bodies take note on what our minds won’t 
acknowledge.



Myth #3:   Life is stressful. There is nothing I can do about it.

Common Myths about Stress

Reality:

You can rewire your brain at any time to better 
deal with and relate to stress.





Is stress itself really the problem?







#1:  Acknowledge it



#2:  Prioritize your physical health



#3:  Observe & shift your beliefs



The neuroscience of beliefs



Personal Belief Systems Create 

(or Inhibit) 

Action-Oriented Energy

IT ALL STARTS WITH THE 
FORMATION OF A BELIEF





What does time have to do with resilience?



Tenacity 

=

Being persistent 

=

Spending time on the 
right things



And more importantly...



ENERGY



Energy Management Reflection

1. What is your current beliefs around time? (i.e. not enough, need to better manage)

2. What are the 3 most important priorities (i.e. core values) in your life?  

3. What do you need to do to give them the priority that they need? 

4. More importantly, who do you need to BE?

5. What activities consistently show up in your calendar that do not tie back to one of 

these 3 priorities?

6. What do you need to stop doing so that you can invest more energy in these areas?

7. What empowering belief could you create to replace this current self-limiting belief?



Energy Management Tips

1.       Prioritize:  high priority items first or when you have the most aligned energy

2.      Do less:  explore beliefs, adjust expectations

3.      Minimize activities that deplete you:  watching TV, too much social media

4.      Maximize activities that energize you:  walks in nature, cooking, reading

5.      Take breaks!  Follow your daily ultradian cycles (i.e. alternating periods of high-frequency 

brain activity ~ 90 minutes, followed by lower-frequency brain activity ~ 20 minutes)

6.      Say NO:  set clear boundaries



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RNCidRveJvU


THE BEST TIME TO BUILD RESILIENCE?

BEFORE YOU NEED IT.



What is 1 action step you will 

take following today to build resilience?



What’s next?

Diversity & 
Inclusion

Employee
Engagement

Leadership

Well-being

Change
Management High

Performing
Teams



What’s next? 

Interested in diving in deeper with your team or organization?

Contact me:

cait@modernhealthpros.com

mailto:cait@modernhealthpros.com


OPEN DISCUSSION

+ Q & A


